2006 chrysler pacifica touring

It cracks me up that people are rating this car as if it were a I have had this car for the past 8
years and can honestly say, it has been a reliable family car throughout. Plenty of storage in the
rear with seats down, which comes in handy for anyone needing extra interior space you wont
find other than mini van. The car has had low maintenance over the years other than oil
changes and wiper blades. My Pacifica has over K. One of the reasons I bought it when I did
was for the safety ratings it had with side air bags etc. Most cars then didn't even have side air
bags. The Pacifica was rated very highly for safety regarding side impact and I have had my
kids ride in it all over creation and felt safe. It has a deep console for storage along with sun
glass holder and the arm rests along side the seats are great for long trips. The Pacifica was the
precursor to the hybrid SUV style cars and many manufacturers seemed to have copied much
of its function and style over the years to a bit more modified versions. I also like the placement
of the things you need access to while driving First off this is I just bought a 06 Pacifica that just
hit k miles, the car is a dream, drives with no issue. I would expect a truck to ride rough have a
lot of blind spots but it is a dream. I am 6"1 I have long legs and it always has been a issue with
me driving or sitting in the back. I am ready to fill it up with some kids of my own for the 4 seats
in the back. I purchased my Pacifica in With MI on it. Have loved it! Only had to have the brakes
fixed once, but that's not bad for 7 yrs of driving. I would buy it again. Wish they hadn't quit
making them!!!!!!! My wife and I really enjoy our Chrysler Pacifica. We traded in our Dodge
Stratus to get our Pacifica and although they are different types of transportation we enjoyed
our Stratus but the view that we get from our Pacifica is much better. We had great success with
the Stratus and so far the Pacifica has by far exceeded our expectation. We have gotten
between 25 and 28 miles per gallon depending on travel conditions. I would recommend this
vehicle to any one. I would have liked to have goten the 3. I know the 3. I give the Pacifica 5
stars. So I bought this from a family member in September It's a great family vehicle and kids
love it. Coming from a 2dr wrangler, this was a huge gain in interior space although huge
decrease in coolness. It accelerates ok but transmission can be jittery in changing gears. Took
it on a long road trip and performed exceptionally great. Have only changed the oil and replaced
back rotors. It's a huge vehicle with plenty roominess, but sucks to park in the city parallel
parking. Driving it feels like you're driving a sedan - sort of. Seems like i got one of the good
ones as many other reviews claim issues with transmission, motor mounts and rusting engine
cradle. If i ever have to fix any of those issues, will just trade it in or sell it for cheap. Kids love
it. It's a popular vehicle on used car market, so much so Chrysler brought it back as a new full
fledged mini-van which looks like a giant chunky c , apparently they are killing off the Town and
Country and the Dodge Caravan. I have the base version with the 3. I can imagine the s with the
4. Would recommend if you buy it with under K miles and make sure to inspect motor mounts
and engine cradle are not rusted out, otherwise you will be stuck with moneypit no one will buy.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Pacifica. View Photos. List Price
Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star.
Owned for 8 years!!! Great family vehicle, awesome on highway. Items per page:. Write a review
See all Pacificas for sale. Sponsored cars related to the Pacifica. Sign Up. Although its reliability
record is not rock-solid, the Chrysler Pacifica offers an enticing blend of performance, style and
comfort that any midsize family is sure to find appealing. When all-American Chrysler "merged"
with German conglomerate Daimler, it seemed an unlikely combination. So it shouldn't be much
of a surprise that the first product to emerge from this strange brew is itself an improbable mix
of minivan, wagon and sport-utility known as the Chrysler Pacifica. The Pacfica's sleek lines
certainly don't scream "mommy-mobile," but look inside and there are more than enough seats
to qualify it for carpool duty. Combine this with the Pacifica's luxurious appointments and
high-end options, and it's easy to see why this tall wagon is so hard to wedge into any one
specific category. While the base price places it against mainstream vehicles like the
Rendezvous, Pilot and Highlander, more heavily optioned models run squarely against
luxury-branded vehicles like the MDX and RX , a challenge Chrysler feels that its upscale
crossover is up to. Acceleration is a little soft from a standstill, but once the 3. The ride is quiet
and comfortable, and handling, while not exactly athletic, is certainly nimble for a large vehicle.
Inside, the Chrysler Pacifica has an attractive two-tone color scheme accented by faux wood
and aluminum. The base model includes a three-passenger second-row bench seat, while the
Touring and Limited's second row features captain's chairs that provide nearly as much comfort
as the front seats. A surprisingly accommodating entry height makes getting in and out of the
Pacifica a breeze. Space in the Touring and Limited's two-passenger third row is tight, making it
suitable for small children only. Plus, there's only 13 cubic feet of cargo space behind the
third-row seats -- not much at all for a utility vehicle. At least all the rear seats can be folded into
the floor when you need more space, opening up to We like the Pacifica's combination of
upscale amenities, sharp handling and nontraditional styling. Add to that an elevated driving

position, supremely comfortable seats and top-notch safety scores and you have an attractive
package for any family of four or five. The main issue that gives us pause about the Pacifica is
the spotty reliability of early models. Although quality has improved since then, it's fair to say
that the Chrysler Pacifica doesn't quite measure up to competing import-brand nameplates
when it comes to hassle-free ownership. The Chrysler Pacifica is available in three models -base, Touring and Limited. Base and Touring models are available with front-wheel drive or
all-wheel drive; the Limited is AWD only. The base model comes with two-row, five-passenger
seating; cloth upholstery; a CD player; full power accessories; and keyless entry. The Touring
adds inch alloy wheels; three-row six-passenger seating with second-row captain's chairs ;
automatic climate control; and a way power driver seat. Limited models build upon the Touring
with a monochromatic exterior, inch wheels, heated leather seats, a power moonroof and a
power liftgate. Entertainment options include an upgraded watt Infinity audio system, Sirius
Satellite Radio and a rear-seat DVD entertainment system. An innovative DVD-based navigation
system is offered with the screen mounted in the instrument cluster for easy viewing by the
driver. All Pacificas are powered by a 3. All Pacificas come with a four-speed automatic
transmission. AWD models have a simple but effective viscous-coupling center differential, and
the system has the ability to send up to 90 percent of the power to the front or rear wheels if the
conditions warrant it. Four-wheel antilock disc brakes are standard. Side curtain airbags for all
three rows and a tire-pressure monitoring system are optional. The Chrysler Pacifica achieved a
perfect five-star sweep in front- and side-impact crash tests conducted by the NHTSA when
equipped with the optional airbags. The Chrysler Pacifica delivers a confident over-the-road feel
that most minivans and SUVs are hard-pressed to match. The steering provides solid feedback,
and the suspension imparts a sense of surefooted control that borders on fun. We're not going
to go too far out on a limb and call it "sporty," but for a vehicle that's specifically designed for
family duty, it's surprisingly entertaining. While power from either V6 is adequate, the Pacifica
can feel sluggish at times due to its hefty curb weight. Touring and Limited Pacifica models can
seat up to six people, and the seats are arranged in three rows of two. Base models seat five
and include a three-passenger rear bench seat and no third-row seat. The Pacifica's secondand third-row chairs can be tumbled easily to fold flat into the floor, maximizing level loading
space with an extra storage bin under the cargo area. Lack of legroom in the third row limits it
to occasional use only. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds
also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed
decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're
interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned
vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check
the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid
for the Used Chrysler Pacifica. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll
probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true,
provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the
car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a
month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three
years or so. Check out Chrysler lease specials Check out Chrysler Pacifica lease specials.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise
this car. Average room for six, not as family-friendly as most minivans, spotty reliability. Other
years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle
overview. Changes to the Chrysler Pacifica for include minor exterior trim revisions, available
auto tilt-down side mirrors and a larger glovebox. The base engine has also been dropped. Read
more. Write a review See all reviews. It cracks me up that people are rating this car as if it were a
I have had this car for the past 8 years and can honestly say, it has been a reliable family car
throughout. Plenty of storage in the rear with seats down, which comes in handy for anyone
needing extra interior space you wont find other than mini van. The car has had low
maintenance over the years other than oil changes and wiper blades. My Pacifica has over K.
One of the reasons I bought it when I did was for the safety ratings it had with side air bags etc.
Most cars then didn't even have side air bags. The Pacifica was rated very highly for safety
regarding side impact and I have had my kids ride in it all over creation and felt safe. It has a
deep console for storage along with sun glass holder and the arm rests along side the seats are
great for long trips. The Pacifica was the precursor to the hybrid SUV style cars and many
manufacturers seemed to have copied much of its function and style over the years to a bit
more modified versions. I also like the placement of the things you need access to while driving
Read less. Best Car I've ever Purchased. First off this is I just bought a 06 Pacifica that just hit k
miles, the car is a dream, drives with no issue. I would expect a truck to ride rough have a lot of
blind spots but it is a dream. I am 6"1 I have long legs and it always has been a issue with me

driving or sitting in the back. I am ready to fill it up with some kids of my own for the 4 seats in
the back. I purchased my Pacifica in With MI on it. Have loved it! Only had to have the brakes
fixed once, but that's not bad for 7 yrs of driving. I would buy it again. Wish they hadn't quit
making them!!!!!!! My wife and I really enjoy our Chrysler Pacifica. We traded in our Dodge
Stratus to get our Pacifica and although they are different types of transportation we enjoyed
our Stratus but the view that we get from our Pacifica is much better. We had great success with
the Stratus and so far the Pacifica has by far exceeded our expectation. We have gotten
between 25 and 28 miles per gallon depending on travel conditions. I would recommend this
vehicle to any one. I would have liked to have goten the 3. I know the 3. I give the Pacifica 5
stars. See all reviews of the Used Chrysler Pacifica. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating.
Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full
safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 3. Sponsored cars related to the Pacifica.
Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been
flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30
years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has
helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has
costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
tin tin youtube
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

